
1st Amendment Review



Remember…

• The first amendment includes:

– Freedom of Speech

– Freedom to EXERCISE your religion AND the 
Establishment Clause

– Free Press

– Freedom to Assemble



First…

• What category are we in? Speech, religion or 
assembly?

• Then, is there a subcategory? Remember, 
there are different standards for different 
types of speech, and there are different 
standards depending on how the speech is 
regulated.

• Is there overlap?



Let’s try a hypo

• The People of Good is a religious organization 
(Church) that advocates completing good acts 
and peace to everyone. Church has chapters 
all over the country, and recently organized 
one (Chapter) in the city of Hale.



• Chapter members decided to spread the 
Church’s message by handing out pamphlets 
that said “DO GOOD WORKS”  and “LOVE ONE 
ANOTHER”.

• Members were on a public sidewalk, did not 
block traffic, and gave out pamphlets to 
pedestrians that walked by.



• Many people threw the pamphlets on the 
ground, and chapter members spent time 
picking these up.

• Chapter was fined $5,000 under a statute that 
prohibited distribution of pamphlets “in or on 
any public space, including roads, streets  and 
sidewalks” 



• First, is the statute valid under the 1st

amendment?

• What do we have to analyze?

• Well, this doesn’t target religion so we look to 
speech

– Is it content based or neutral?

– So what do we apply? (time, place and manner)



What if…

• It was part of the Church’s mission statement 
to “spread the word by handing out 
pamphlets”, would that impact your analysis?



Let’s switch it up just a bit…

• High school students affiliated with chapter 
wanted to start a school club, “church club”. 
The purpose would be to pray together and do 
good works. 

• High school’s policy permits student groups to 
meet in classrooms after school, but only after 
obtaining permission from the principal. 



• Principal has allowed drama club, yearbook, 
high school democrats  and high school 
republicans, to meet after school in 
classrooms. 

• Church club asked for permission and was 
denied. Principal informed them it would be a 
violation of church and state to allow them to 
meet on school grounds.



• Is Principal Correct?

• Can principal deny ALL religious groups from 
meeting?

• What analysis do we use?


